Abstract—In this paper, an Arabic letter recognition system based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and statistical analysis for feature extraction is presented. The ANN is trained using the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm. In the proposed system, each typed Arabic letter is represented by a matrix of binary numbers that are used as input to a simple feature extraction system whose output, in addition to the input matrix, are fed to an ANN. Simulation results are provided and show that the proposed system always produces a lower Mean Squared Error (MSE) and higher success rates than the current ANN solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of a letter recognition system is to transform a text document typed on paper into a digital format that can be manipulated by word processing software. The system is required to identify a given input data/letter form by mapping it to a single letter in a given letter set. This process can be quite involved since there are several valid forms that a letter may take. This is largely due to the many fonts and styles (bold type, italic type, etc.) that can be used. The motivation behind developing letter recognition systems is inspired by their wide range of applications including archiving documents, automatic reading of checks, and number plate reading. In this paper, a new scheme for the recognition of typed Arabic letters is developed. The proposed method is compared with the existing current solution to the problem. Simulation results prove that the proposed system always produces a lower MSE than the standard ANN-based approach.

A. Arabic Letter Recognition

Arabic belongs to the group of Semitic alphabetical scripts in which mainly the consonants are represented in writing, while the markings of vowels (using diacritics) is optional and is rarely used. Arabic is spoken by more than 300 million people and is the official language of many countries. Enormous amount of research has been undertaken in the field of recognizing typed and handwritten Latin, Chinese, and Indian letters. Little progress, however, has been made in the recognition of Arabic letters, mainly due to their cursive nature. Unlike most of the other languages, both typed and hand-written Arabic letters are cursive. Furthermore, Arabic letters can take more shapes than Latin letters.

Other problems facing Arabic letter recognition systems include:

a) The unevenness of Arabic fonts; i.e., a certain letter in a specific font can be misinterpreted as a different letter in another font. In Arabic, some letter pairs may be combined together to form another letter, that is often referred to as a ligature. The only mandatory ligature is the (Lam Alef). Other ligatures are optional. Ligatures greatly complicate the segmentation task of an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system.

b) Arabic has 28 letters, each of which can be linked in three different ways or separated depending on the case. Therefore, each letter can have up to four different forms depending on its position.

c) Arabic letters have different heights, which puts an extra burden on the noise detection task of the OCR system.

d) Line mingling, a phenomenon exhibited by improperly spaced documents.

II. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

ANNs were introduced by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943. ANNs are trainable algorithms that can "learn" to solve complex problems from training data that consists of a set of pairs of inputs and desired outputs (targets). They can be trained to perform a specific task such as prediction, and classification. ANNs have been applied successfully in many fields including speech recognition, image processing, and adaptive control.

An ANN consists of interconnected processing elements called neurons that work together to produce an output.

A. Single Neuron and the Least-Mean-Square (LMS) Algorithm

The neuron (Fig. 1) is the basic building block of an ANN.
The output $a$, of the neuron is a weighted linear combination of its inputs. The function $f$ in Fig. 1 is called the transfer or scaling function. Some commonly used transfer functions are shown in Fig. 2.

Using training data (input—target pairs), the weights of the neuron can be iteratively adjusted to give local or global optima. Optimum weights in the sense of Least Squared Errors were derived by Widrow and Hoff [9] and the algorithm was called the LMS algorithm and is commonly known as the Widrow-Hoff rule and has become a widely accepted algorithm. In the LMS algorithm, the network weights are moved along the negative of the gradient of the performance function. Specifically, after each iteration or epoch (new set of input—target pairs) the weights are adjusted according to the following rule

$$ W \leftarrow W + \mu e X, $$

where $\mu$ is the learning/adaptation speed, and the input vector $X \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is given by

$$ X = [x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, x_5, \ldots, x_n]^T, $$

and $W \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is the vector of weights and is given by

$$ W = [w_1, w_2, w_3, w_4, \ldots, w_n]^T. $$

The output $a$ of the neuron is defined by the following expression

$$ a = w_1 x_1 + w_2 x_2 + w_3 x_3 + \ldots + w_n x_n + b, $$

where $b$ is a bias value that is not part of the input. The neuron’s scaled output $y$ is given by $y = f(a)$, where $f$ is the transfer function (Fig. 2). The error $e$ is the difference between the neuron’s output and the desired output.

The initial values of the weights can be set explicitly if apriori information is available. Alternatively and in most practical cases, the weights are initially set to zeros or some random values.
B. Multilayer ANN

In general, a multilayer ANN has the architecture depicted in Fig. 3, which shows a two-layer network.

ANN is designed so that the application of a set of inputs produces a desired set of outputs. One of the main characteristics of an ANN is its set of weights.

Note that $w_{k,i,j}$ in Fig. 3 denotes the weight for the $i^{th}$ input in the $j^{th}$ neuron of the $k^{th}$ layer.

C. Backpropagation Algorithm

When a multilayer ANN uses the Widrow-Hoff learning rule and nonlinear differentiable transfer functions, the resulting ANN, known as Backpropagation, can approximate almost any function that has a finite number of discontinuities. Properly trained backpropagation networks have proven to give reasonable answers when presented with inputs that they have never seen. In many cases, it is possible to train a network on a representative set of (input—target) pairs and get good results without training the network on all possible (input—target) pairs.

III. METHODS

As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed system, referred to henceforth as netStd, consists of two stages, a feature extraction stage followed by an ANN which constitutes the second stage. Fig. 6 shows the current approach to the Arabic letter recognition problem, called here netOld. As seen from Fig. 6, netOld bypasses the feature extraction stage and depends entirely on the ANN to achieve the recognition task. In the simulation section, a performance comparison between the two systems is presented.

A. Letter Modeling

In the proposed system, each letter is represented by a matrix of 7 x 5 binary pixels, producing a 35-element input vector. As an example, Fig. 7 shows the binary image of the Arabic letter “Noon” and its corresponding matrix representation. The number of Arabic letters is 28, producing 28 different classes or system outputs. A careful examination of the matrix representations of the Arabic letters shows that the pixel values are highly uncorrelated. A graph showing the standard deviation of the matrices of the Arabic letters is shown in Fig. 8, which reveals that there is a considerable variance in the standard deviations of the Arabic letters. This fact instigated the use of the standard deviation as a valid feature that can significantly help the ANN in its classification job.

The flow of the system is as follows. The input to the feature extraction stage consists of a vector of 35 elements representing an Arabic letter. The output of the feature extraction stage is a 36-element vector, with the additional element being the standard deviation of the original 35 elements. The 36-element vector is the fed as input to the ANN stage.

B. ANN Design

It was shown in [1] and [17] that the best ANN solution for the problem at hand is a two-layer network (1 hidden and 1 output) with 10 neurons in the hidden layer. The same network is also used here for both netOld and netStd systems.
Furthermore, log-sigmoid functions, Eq. (5), were used as the transfer functions of the output layer since they can approximate binary values.

\[
\log \text{sig}(n) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-n}}
\]  

(5)

The network receives the 36 Boolean values as a 36-element input vector. It has 28 outputs, where each output corresponds to an Arabic letter.

IV. SIMULATIONS

netOld and netStd systems were trained with sets of noisy and clean inputs. The contaminating noise was the Gaussian noise which has a probability density function (pdf) given by

\[
f(x) = \frac{e^{-(x-\mu)^2/2\sigma^2}}{\sigma\sqrt{2\pi}}
\]  

(6)

where \(\mu\) and \(\sigma\) are the mean and standard deviation of the noise, respectively.

Both networks were then presented with new sets of noisy inputs, where the noise was additive Gaussian noise, Eq. (6). Fig. 7 shows the performance of both networks when presented with Gaussian noise of zero mean and varying standard deviation (noise level). As can be seen from Fig. 9, netStd always outperforms netOld and produces a lower MSE.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new system for the recognition of typed Arabic letters is presented. The system is composed of two stages, a feature extraction stage, followed by an ANN classification stage. The performance of the system was compared to the traditional solution that bypasses the feature extraction stage and consists only of an ANN stage.

A statistical analysis on the Arabic letters was performed and showed that the pixel values of the Arabic letters are highly uncorrelated. That fact provoked the investigation of the use of the standard deviation as a distinctive feature of the letters. It was shown that the standard deviation of the pixel values provides distinctive information about the letters.

The system inputs consist of the 28 typed Arabic letters. Each letter is represented by a matrix of 7 x 5 binary pixels, which is presented to a feature extraction stage. The original matrix, in addition to the one element generated by the feature extraction stage, composes a 29 – element vector which is then fed to an ANN stage.

The ANN stage is based upon the traditional ANN used in character recognition. Specifically, the ANN is composed of two layers. The first layer consists of 10 neurons and the second layer consists of 28 neurons, the number of Arabic letters.

In comparison with the traditional ANN solution, the additional standard deviation element has proven to significantly help the ANN reach its classification goal. Simulation results indicate clearly that the proposed system always produces a lower MSE and higher success rates than the current ANN solutions.
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